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To Our Readers

The Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship encourages and supports research on the Book of Mormon, the Book of Abraham, the Bible, other ancient scripture, and related subjects. The Maxwell Institute publishes and distributes titles in these areas for the benefit of scholars and interested Latter-day Saint readers.

Primary research interests at the Maxwell Institute include the history, language, literature, culture, geography, politics, and law relevant to ancient scripture. Although such subjects are of secondary importance when compared with the spiritual and eternal messages of scripture, solid research and academic perspectives can supply certain kinds of useful information, even if only tentatively, concerning many significant and interesting questions about scripture.

The Maxwell Institute makes reports about this research available widely, promptly, and economically. These publications are peer-reviewed to ensure that scholarly standards are met. The proceeds from the sale of these materials are used to support further research and publications.

*Mormon Studies Review* (formerly *The FARMS Review*) aims to help serious readers make informed choices and judgments about books and other publications on topics related to the Latter-day Saint religious tradition, as well as to publish substantial freestanding essays in these areas. Our hope is to thereby encourage reliable scholarship in the field of Mormon studies.

The opinions expressed in these reviews and essays are those of the authors. They do not necessarily represent the opinions of the Maxwell Institute, its editors, Brigham Young University, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, or the authors' employers. No portion of the reviews or essays may be used in advertising or for any other commercial purpose without the express written permission of the Maxwell Institute.

*Mormon Studies Review* is published semi-annually. See our website at maxwellinstitute.byu.edu for reviews and essays appearing in *Mormon Studies Review*.

Subscription Information

An annual subscription to the print version of *Mormon Studies Review* and the Insights newsletter is $30. For this and other subscription options, visit the subscription section of our website at maxwellinstitute.byu.edu.

Submission Guidelines

Reviews and essays published in *Mormon Studies Review* are most often solicited or assigned by the editors. Any person interested in writing a specific review or essay should first contact the editors at review@maxwellinstitute.byu.edu to receive preliminary approval and direction before submitting a manuscript for consideration. If a proposal is accepted, detailed submission guidelines will be sent to the author.

Contact Us

Address postal correspondence to Editor, Mormon Studies Review, Neal A. Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602. We can also be reached by e-mail (review@maxwellinstitute.byu.edu), phone (local 801.422.9229, toll-free 801.327.6715), or fax (801.422.0040).